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 Literacy Numeracy Afternoon 

Monday    

Tuesday Literacy – Rhyming words.  
Work through the powerpoint, looking at 
words that rhyme. Do they have the same 
digraph in or make the same sound? Can you 
think of any words that rhyme? 

Mathematics – Number bonds.  

Recapping number bonds to 10 – using fingers 
(objects of 10 if needed) to help.  

Use the knowledge of bonds to 10 to begin to 
answer bonds to 20. If 3 + 7 = 10. ____ + 7 = 20.  

Science – Water proof or not water proof? 
 
Go through the powerpoint attached. Think what 
materials we have looked at in school: plastic, wood, 
rubber, material, glass, tissue paper, paper and 
cardboard. What material would be better for Winnie 
the Poohs umbrella? Carry out a science experiment and 
log your answers.  
 
Phonics – Follow the powerpoint. Sounding and 
blending the words. Dotting and dashing the digraphs.  

Wednesday Literacy – using the suffixes ‘s’ and ‘es’  
Work through the powerpoint, looking at the 
‘s’ and ‘es’ rule. Work sheets attached.  

Mathematics – Solving one step addition problems.  

Using 100 square, or number line to assist if needed.  

Practise counting on and back. Work through 
jumping off the number to count on. Jumping back 
from the number to count back.  Work through the 
challenges. 

PE - https://youtu.be/MlMjpY5CnIc  
 
Follow the link to a website which will go through 
different types of jumps and a challenge.  
 
Challenge – Can you create a sequence of jumps? 
Can you create a sequence of moving jumps? 
 
Phonics – Follow the powerpoint. Sounding and 
blending the words. Dotting and dashing the digraphs. 

Thursday Literacy – Use an apostrophe to spell. 
Go through the powerpoint. Discuss the 
apostrophe replacing a letter.  

Mathematics – Write the inverse calculation.  

6 + 4 = 10  

4 + 6 = 10  

10 – 6 + 4 

10 – 4 + 6  

Explain to the children that the numbers don’t 
change for the inverse. The same numbers are used. 
When we take away the biggest number goes first. 
And when we add the biggest number is the answer.  

Comprehension – Read the text and answer the 
questions.  
 
Reading.  
 
Phonics – Follow the powerpoint. Sounding and 
blending the words. Dotting and dashing the digraphs. 

Friday Spelling test  
Arithmetic test 

Purple mash work 
TT Rockstars.  

 

https://youtu.be/MlMjpY5CnIc
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Explanatory notes/messages to class here:  
 
Hello 1R!  
 
I hope you’re all keeping well and looking after yourselves in this difficult time. It’s amazing to see so many of you on Purplemash enjoying the 
work set! You’re all doing so well and look like you’re enjoying it; I’ve even had requests for more!  
 
This week I have focused the learning on skills that children have recently learnt in school to help consolidate their understanding. In another 
word document I have uploaded some worksheets that you can work through with your children. I am aware that having access to a printer 
isn’t always an option so the worksheets can be just a guide to the work and can be followed to complete tasks, with children recording 
findings in different ways.  
I haven’t included it on the layout but in class we use Supermovers – it’s a BBC Sport initiative to get children moving and active. They’re short 
videos a few minutes long and are on different subjects and skills. The children all have their favourites in school, perhaps they could show you 
and their siblings at home. https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-collection/zbr4scw 
 
Well done to the girls who are currently in the lead on the TTRockstar battle!  
I have extended this battle to finish on 6th April. I’d love to see more of the children logging on as this will help keep their tables fresh. All logins 
were set home last week. If you cannot log in or require the log in to be resent out please get in contact and I can do this for you.  
 
Phonics 
Continuing with phonics flash cards at home will be greatly beneficial to the children! Getting them to sound and spell words will help with 
their phonic knowledge. I have attached some worksheets looking at real and nonsense words, in school we call nonsense words ‘alien’ words. 
The children should sound and blend the words aloud twice to process the word accurately.  
 
 
Writing 
For writing this week I have attached some worksheets on suffixes. Children have learnt suffixes in school, the worksheets work using suffixes 
in the correct way and adding suffixes to root words.  
I have attached a comprehension; children should read the text then circle/discuss the answers which can be found within the text.  
In class we have been working on creative writing and applying skills. To spark children’s interests, I use pictures, I have attached a picture and 
started a story. The children can choose to either start their own story or continue mine. Encourage them to use adjectives, verbs and 
conjunctions to make their writing more interesting. Once they have finished their story they can read through and check it makes sense. This 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-collection/zbr4scw
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is a very hard skill to learn. Getting children to read through their work will help them notice ‘silly’ mistakes which they can fix and notice 
where to add in adjectives etc.  
As well as continuing to practise the spellings that were sent home last week (days of the week) children can also recap previously learnt 
spellings to keep them fresh as well as numbers 0-20 in words.  
Maths 
Continuing on from length and height there are a range of worksheets to work on looking at the different lengths and heights of objects and 
putting them into order. This is a practical skill, giving children the opportunity to have a ruler/tape measure and measure different objects 
within the house and comparing them to one another will spark vocabulary such as; long, longer, longest, short, shorter, shortest, tall, taller, 
tallest, double and half.  
Science  
I have attached two different science experiments that you can try at home. Getting the children to predict what they think will happen, and 
why will help spark their scientific questioning. Discussing the experiment afterwards will allow the children to ask, explore, question and 
identify.  
As well as the worksheets attached I have set more work on PurpleMash. 
  
Stay safe! 
Miss Reynolds ☺  
 
 


